Flight I&T Support Update

- EngineeringModel package and LDF
  - Current tag is v3r0404p0
    - Now based on GR v4r4 with some exceptions: AnalysisNtuple, CalDigi, CalUtil
    - Plus updated RootIo, ldfReader, LdfConverter, digiRootData.
    - Expect more updates to calibrations soon.
  - Includes GEM reading and storage in digi ROOT
    - GEM & merit agreement
      - condition summary will appear in ntuple
EM contd.

- In response to GASU firmware problems Ric Claus (Online) has suggested an offline check:
  - Make sure event ids are monotonically increasing
    - If not – we are going to set a flag in digiEvent
Calorimeter: Sasha & Zach

- See CAL report
Tracker – Leon

- See the TKR report
Various Calibration Stuff

- Joanne working with our friends in CAL-land
  - Working out the details of the new calibration types
  - New metadata fields – start & stop times of input to calibration procedure will be added at the request of SVAC-Xin.
Pipeline - Dan

- Pipeline up and running!
- SVAC-Warren was running some test pipelines on Wednesday – apparently successfully.
- Dan is away until next Thursday.
- Navid & Alex will keep be watching the shop.